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DiAnne and I had never owned an RV and have not tent camped for over 40 years.  
About 8 years ago we chose to drive our Tahoe, rather than fly, from North 
Carolina to California on a business trip.   On the way we visited a number of 
NaHonal Parks (Painted Desert, Petrified Forest, Grand Canyon).  On our way back 
home, we stopped at the Mount Lemon Observatory just outside Tucson AZ to 
aRend an introductory stargazing session.   We got to see some amazing deep 
space objects using the observatory’s 32 inch telescope.  This is where we got the 
bug to purchase a telescope and become amateur astronomers. We enjoyed our 
California driving trip, rather than flying, so much that we started thinking about 
an RV to see more of our beauHful country and our amazing NaHonal Park 
Systems.  We wanted to combine RVing and stargazing so we did our homework 
and purchased a Class B RV.  This is a perfect size for our new pursuits and we 
named it Astrotrek to reflect our interest in going to Star ParHes.   

This picture is from a star party (ECVAR) held at the Cool Breeze Campground near 
Galax, VA in the Blue Ridge Mountains.  This is a beauHful area with very dark 
night skies and a great spot for stargazing.  Video astronomy is our passion.  It 
uHlizes a specialized extremely sensiHve video camera aRached to the telescope 
where the convenHonal eyepiece would be.  This allows us to view solar system 

and deep space objects on a 
laptop, TV, or a small monitor 
from the comfort of our RV or a 
small tent which we call our 
Astropod.   

The night sky just lights up with 
beauHful objects when viewed 
through a telescope and video 
camera.  Video Astronomy has 
many advantages for those of 



us with aging eyes and sHff joints.  Depending on the video camera and telescope, 
one can acquire beauHful full color images of most common deep space objects in 
a maRer of seconds.  It essenHally allows near real Hme viewing.  In addiHon, the 
images can be viewed from the comfort of a chair located in a temperature 
regulated RV or the shelter of a tent and/or RV awning at a dark sky site.  No more 
bending and stooping at an eyepiece.  No more freezing, sweaHng, and/or nasty 
bugs.  For those of us with glasses, asHgmaHsms, etc. the views are crisp and clear 
and in full color.  The older I get, the lazier I have become!   

The following images are examples of what can be enjoyed with Video Astronomy. 
  

                                         

                Sculptor Galaxy – NGC 253           Dumbbell Nebula – M 27 

                                   

         



            Trifid Nebula – M20                                        Pinwheel Galaxy – M101 
In a Class B RV, storage space is at a premium and it can be difficult to comfortably 
travel and camp with astronomy equipment. Our soluHon to this problem has 

been to purchase a travel friendly 
scope and mount (8 inch RC scope, 
Celestron AVX equatorial mount, 
Celestron StarSense, Telrad) and to 
purchase a trailer hitch mounted 
cargo carrier.  We seRled on a 
Gear Space 34 manufactured by 
Let’s Go Aero.  This expanded 
storage space of 34 cubic feet has 
greatly help not only for hauling 

astronomy equipment but also for addiHonal camping gear as well.  This cargo box 
can also carry bicycles.  

Astrotreking has truly changed our lives.  A Class B RV provides us the freedom to 
travel self-contained and economically almost anywhere including the remote 
dark sky areas where star parHes are typically held.  We have most of the comforts 
of home and the ability to quickly setup our scope when camping condiHons 
allow.  It is great fun to prearrange meeHngs with small groups of other 
Astrotrekers at various campgrounds to share our hobby and views.   It is 
interesHng how much aRenHon we receive by other campers at night when 
viewing.  We have met many interesHng new people this way.   It also provides a 
great outreach experience.  We are eagerly anHcipaHng our next Astrotreking  
adventure once the COVID 19 threat seRles down.   



                           

                              Looking forward to clear night skies


